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CBSE has uploaded the sample question papers and marking scheme for Classes 10 and 12 annual examinations on the official website of the Board. According to a statement from CBSE, there is an ...
CBSE Class 10, 12 Sample Question Papers, Marking Scheme Available, Check Here
Provincial deficits and political centralization: evidence from the personnel management of the Chinese Communist Party ...
Provincial deficits and political centralization: evidence from the personnel management of the Chinese Communist Party
If you want to have a person in your life, why do you have to sign marriage papers, why can’t it just be a partnership?". The comments have raised a storm on conservative Pakistani social media with ...
‘Why Get Married?’: Malala’s Question on Marriage Has Left Sexist Pakistanis in Agony
For evolutionary biologist Ken Thompson of the University of British Columbia, Vancouver, it's neither. Instead, it has become a case study in the frustrations facing a would-be whistleblower. On 10 ...
Biologist blows whistle on prominent co-author
An ever-changing spit of sand on the Carolina coast is a haven for multitudes of shorebirds. But nature and humans threaten it.
Leave This Wondrous Island to the Birds
This company is building its presence in the data center space, but there are a few things investors should know.
Is Iron Mountain a Great Data Center Stock?
As we lay out in a white paper on the legislation ... It was only $700 billion two years ago, before COVID-19, and $300 billion 10 years ago. During the pandemic, while 7.8 million unemployment ...
California should pass a small tax on big wealth, by David Gamage, Emmanuel Saez and Darien Shanske
Judge Dick Ambrose is deliberating after a two-day hearing to determine if John Tiedjen, now 57, deserves a new trial in the shooting death of his step-brother, Brian McGary.
Judge could grant new trial to Cleveland man convicted of murder in 1989 after new crime scene photographs question guilt
In what is perhaps the ultimate example of putting your money where your commitment is, going forward Chipotle will tie executive compensation partly to sustainability goals. Predictably, some of ...
The sustainability question: How much do customers care, and what should restaurants do about it?
For evolutionary biologist Ken Thompson of the University of British Columbia, Vancouver, it’s neither. Instead, it has become a case study in the frustrations facing a would-be whistleblower. On 10 ...
When his suspicions went unanswered, this biologist decided to disavow his own study
Although bankruptcy rates can only tell us so much, they are a useful tool for forming hypotheses about the economic conditions of a given area.
Bankruptcy Rates by State
There were 24 doctors who were among the top 1% of opioid prescribers in Cabell County over two decades, but it is the outliers of those outliers who set a ...
Expert notes red flags in top 1% of Cabell prescribers with data distributors could have accessed
Long distance, point-to-point transport of green hydrogen for industrial use can harness the cheap solar electricity available in some parts of the world but distributing the energy-storage gas to ...
Industrial green hydrogen could become a global commodity but local production is needed for transport uses
American consumers absorbed another surge in prices in May -- a 0.6% increase over April and 5% over the past year, the biggest 12-month inflation spike since 2008.
Consumer prices jump again in May
They should top a group that features Turkey, Wales and Switzerland, while a likely last-16 encounter against Ukraine or Austria shouldn’t be too daunting either. Whether they are good enough to ...
Ranking the 10 teams most likely to win the Euros
Holding national teams to club standards spoils the fun of international tournaments like the Euros and Copa América.
At Euro 2020, a Reminder That Good Can Be Great
A remaining question, the researchers say, is if and how the public's trust can be regained. The World Health Organization in 2019 identified vaccine hesitancy as one of the top 10 global health ...
How the CIA's fake vaccine campaign to find Bin Laden could still backfire
Latest updates: spokesman says PM more focused on ‘action’ than ‘gestures’; No 10 confirms Johnson want to stop using term ‘special relationship’ ...
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